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 HyNet Project rationale 

 Project Outline 

 Project expansion and growth

Topics
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Policy Context – CCUS Action Plan
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Committee for Climate Change note: have made progress with electricity decarbonisation, but little with heat 

or transport; 

Policy aim:  “An option to deploy CCUS at scale in 2030s subject 

to the costs coming down sufficiently”

“Action Plan designed to enable the development of the first 

CCUS facility in the UK, commissioning from the mid-2020s”

“Energy Intensive Industries will need to switch to low carbon fuels”; 

Need to “Test hydrogen and bioenergy for transport, industry and for heat”
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Creating expandable CCuS & Hydrogen infrastructure

HyNet North West

Structured to 

decarbonise key 

market segments 

where CCuS and/or 

H2 cost competitive

Low cost start 

up & expandable

to meet ‘at 

scale deployment 

of 

CCuS in 2030s

Cost of Carbon 

Abatement less 

than alternatives 

so ‘low regrets’ &

informs policy

Focuses 

on industry 

for value 

creation

Financial 

sanction 

by 

2022/23
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CCuS decarbonises key sectors at lower cost

Bio-H2 / BioSNG –

‘negative emissions’

H2 blend – reduce carbon 

intensity of gas network - heat

Industry – heat, CHP 

and process

Transport fuels –

decarbonisation & air quality
Flexible power to allow more 

intermittent renewables
New developments
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 Repurposing of closing gas 

fields –very low cost CO2 

transport & storage

 Pre-existing low cost 

Industrial CO2 capture

 H2 in bulk from gas with 

CO2 capture, provides:

 Reduction in Domestic/ 

heat emissions for 5 million 

people

 Enables H2 refuelling 

stations at lower cost – for 

HGV, trains, ships 

 Readily Extendable up to 

15Mt CO2/yr

 Gross Added Value £30b+

Outline of HyNet Project
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 Blending hydrogen into the gas grid enables early low 

cost carbon savings without customer disruption. 

 HyDeploy – World-leading programme to deliver 20% 

blending levels across the UK distribution system

 Potential for use of blends at lower levels even sooner

Hydrogen Blending in gas network

Building supply chains – Industry learning - Customer perception

Leading 

Regulatory 

oversight
Project Funded under OFGEM’s 

Network Innovation Programme

£22.5m between HyDeploy 1& 2

2017 2019 2021 2023

Safety Case Install Private Trial

Safety Case Install Public Trial

Safety Case Install
Pre-commercial 

Trial

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj04YKFjpnQAhXKWhoKHawIB_MQjRwIBw&url=http://www.enwl.co.uk/celsius/future-challenges/funding&psig=AFQjCNF4D-HQUZvxNsxC9QcJynUUeJ-6Jw&ust=1478692786698101
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Hydrogen distribution system delivers low cost blending

 To deploy across the whole Manchester & 

Liverpool area requires only 4 injection points.

 Bulk production of hydrogen with CCS 

delivers at a fraction of the cost of electrolysis

 Reduces domestic, commercial and industrial 

heat emissions

 Cost of hydrogen distribution system reduced 

by multiuser supply – to industrial, power and 

transport  
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CCuS & hydrogen Infrastructure enables reduction in 6Mt CO2

emissions from multiple industries, both large and small
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HyNet Delivery: Structured to match policy development

 Existing industrial CO2 

 Other captured industrial CO2

 Hydrogen in bulk from gas or other fossil fuel with CO2

capture

 BECCS

CCS infrastructure

 Supply high H2 to industry

 Supply H2 blend to network

 Supply H2 for transport

 Supply H2 for flexible power

H2 production & distribution infrastructure

Creates infrastructure to reach priority market segments  
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 10Mt CO2/yr industrial emissions from 

South Wales

 Practical and economic to transport by 

ship to Liverpool Bay, linking to HyNet

CCuS infrastructure

 5Mt CO2/yr from Port Talbot steel works

 Cost of Carbon Abatement ~ £50/t 

Together with HyNet NW forms a low cost 

West Coast cluster with

 15Mt CO2/yr injection capacity

 1.5bt CO2 storage available … sufficient 

for 100 years

Linking South Wales Cluster to HyNet creates a West 

Coast Cluster at low cost 


